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Abstract
This article introduces a nonspecialized audience to continuous domains and their
use in analysis focussing on Banach spaces We discuss the examples of the interval
domain as model for the real line and of the domain of balls as model for Banach
spaces Finally we suggest an axiomatisation for Banach domains to x a framework
for a systematic investigation of domains modeling Banach spaces
 Introduction
Domain theory was introduced independently by Dana Scott  for provid
ing denotational semantics to functional programming languages and by Yuri
Ershov  as a means to investigate partial computable functionals of 
nite type	 The mathematical theory of domains 
 is welldeveloped and
the particular case of continuous lattices  provides many links to other
branches of mathematics	
A continuous domain is a partially ordered set equipped with the notions
of completeness and approximation	 The order is understood to be the order
of information
 so x v y means that the element y carries more information
than x	 The completeness axiom requires existence of least upper bounds for
all directed subsets
 in particular for increasing chains	 Approximation means
that all elements arise as directed suprema of their approximants	 The reader
may consult  for formal denitions	
The traditional use of domains is in programming semantics 





but recently they were successfully employed as computational models for

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spaces in classical mathematics 


	 The survey paper  gives an over
view over this subject	
Continuous domains carry a natural topology
 the Scott topology	 We say
that a domain D is a model for the space X
 if X is homeomorphic to a
subspace of D	 So constructing a model means adding new elements to the
space so that one ends up with a domain comprising the original total and
the new partial elements	 In particular
 all total elements are approximated
by partial elements	
The term computational model however
 is not used as a strict mathe
matical denition	 We rather use this term informally and take the point
of view expressed at the end of the introduction of  A model is called
computational model
 if it is constructed in an easy way and serves useful in
performing certain computations on the space	 Thus this notion is strongly
applicationdriven	
In this overview paper
 we rst introduce the interval domain and the do
main of balls
 the standard models for the real line and for Banach spaces

respectively	 Then we suggest how to give an axiomatisation for Banach do
mains in order to x a framework for a systematic investigation of domain
theoretic models for Banach spaces	 In the concluding section
 we highlight
some benets of employing domains as computational models	
 The interval domain
The most prominent example for a computational model is the interval domain
which serves as a model for the real line R	 Already in 
 Scott suggested
the idea of the interval domain to construct a real number datatype	
The interval domain I is the collection of all compact intervals
 endowed
with a least element
I  fa b  R j a b  R a  bg  fg
The order is reversed subset inclusion
 i	e	  v I for all I  I and a b v c d
i a  c and b  d in the usual ordering of real numbers	 One can think of
the least element  as the set R	 Directed suprema are ltered intersections
of intervals	 The waybelow relation is given by I  J i intI  J 
 where
intI denotes the interior of I	 Thus   I for all I  I and a b  c d
i a  c and b  d	
The real line embeds as set of maximal elements
 i	e	 the singleton sets

in this continuous domain	 Note that the approximation by partial elements
mentioned above precisely corresponds to describing a real number as the
intersection of a sequence of shrinking nested intervals which is a common way
to dene real numbers in classical mathematics and constructive analysis 	
The interval domain can be thought of as a triangle as depicted in Figure 	
The upper edge of this triangle corresponds to the set of maximal elements

i	e	 to the real line	 Points in the interior correspond to closed intervals of

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Fig  The interval domain
nonzero length	 As shown in the gure
 the endpoints of such an interval can
be determined by drawing parallel lines to the side edges of the triangle and
intersecting these with the upper edge	 The thick line segment in the picture
denotes the set ffxg j a  x  bg of maximal elements above the element
a b  I
 which is mapped by fxg 	
 x to the interval a b	 The maximal
elements are the intervals a a
 i	e	 the singleton sets	
It is wellknown that the interval domain does not only model the topolog
ical structure of the reals
 but also their algebraic structure	 The operations

  and  may be extended to Scottcontinuous functions on I	 In fact in
terval analysis 

 a welldeveloped branch of applied mathematics
 deals
with the numerical calculation with intervals in place of numbers in order to
control the development of roundo errors and of uncertainties in the input
data	
 Domains for Banach spaces
As another example of classical mathematical structures modeled by domains

we will now look at Banach spaces i	e	 complete normed vector spaces	
The partial elements for the model of a Banach space X k  k are the
closed balls	 We use the notation
Cx r  fy  X j kx yk  rg
for the closed ball of radius r around the point x  X	 So the domain of
balls  is the set
BX  fg  fCx r j x  X r  g
endowed with the order  v A for all A  BX and
Cx r v Cy s  Cx r  Cy s
 kx yk s  r
The order of approximation  is given by   A for all A  BX and
Cx r Cy s  kx yk s  r

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It was shown in  that BX is a continuous domain with set of maximal
elements homeomorphic to the space X	 As done in 
 it is even possible to
extend the norm and the algebraic structure of the Banach space to the domain
in the following manner	 Addition BX BX
 BX is dened by
Cx r  Cy s  Cx  y r  s
and   B  B     for all B  BX	 Scalar multiplication in this
setting is of type I  BX
 BX and is dened by
   Cx r  Cx kxk jjr  r
and   B  I     for all B  BX and I  I
 where we use the
shorthand notation
      
to specify intervals via midpoints and width	 In particular
 the symmetric
interval   is denoted by 	 Finally
 for the norm
 we set
kCx rk  kxk  r
and kk   to get k  kBX 
 I	 These functions are Scottcontinuous
and
 restricted to maximal elements
 yield the usual operations	 Moreover

these extensions are canonical in a precise sense Addition of balls is the
largest extension of addition of points
 scalar multiplication of intervals with
balls is the largest extension of usual scalar multiplication which satises the
distributivity laws and the norm of balls is the largest extension of the usual
norm which satises the homogenity law	
 Banach Domains
The results of this section are joint work with Klaus Keimel and will be de
veloped in depth in a forthcoming paper	
As we have seen in Section 
 it is possible to extend the Banach space
operations to the domain of balls	 It is the purpose of this section to investigate
the properties of domains equipped with such algebraic operations	
As usual
 addition of intervals is dened pointwise	 Multiplication
 how
ever
 we dene as follows
x   y    xy  jyj jxj 
Note that this multiplication satises the usual requirements of interval anal
ysis 
 i	e	 it is Scott continuous and extends multiplication of real numbers	
Moreover
 unlike in the case of the pointwise product
 the distributivity law
is satised	
Denition  A Banach Domain Dv    is a continuous domain Dv
with addition
D D 
 D
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and scalar multiplication
 I D 
 D
which are Scottcontinuous and a constants   D such that
x y  z  x y  z
x  y y  x
x  x
abx  abx
x 
nx x    x
 z 
n times

ax  bxv a bx
ax  ayv ax  y
for all n  N with n   for all a b  I and x y z  D
As can be seen in these equations
 we will frequently drop the  denoting
scalar multiplication and write x for x and x y for xy	 Further
more
 intervals of zero length are identied with real numbers	 An important
special case of  is n   which gives
x  x
In our case  cannot be derived from  as the distributivity law  does
only hold up to v	 Note that  could be regarded another special case of 	
Denition  An element x in a Banach domain is called invertible
 if
x x   The set of invertible elements is denoted by invD
Note that x x v  for all x  D by  and 	
Lemma  Every invertible element is maximal
Proposition  The set invD is closed under addition and scalar multi
plication with real numbers Moreover invD    is a vector space
Note that the operations on invD are continuous with respect to the
relative Scott topology onD and the usual topology on R which is the relative
Scott topology on R regarded as set of maximal elements of I	 Thus invD
is indeed a topological vector space	
It is possible to dene a norm on invD in the following manner	 First

we x some element a  and set b  a	 Then sb  for all s   and
W

s
sb  	 Now we set
kxk  inffs   j sb v xg
Proposition  Equation  denes a norm on invD The relative Scott
topology and the norm topology on invD coincide
Theorem 	 If Dv    is a Banach domain then invD k  k is a
Banach space

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Proof 
outline It remains to prove that the space is complete	 Suppose
x
n

nN
is a Cauchy sequence in invD	 We inductively dene a sequence
k

 k

    of indices as follows Pick k

 N such that kx
k

 x
k
k   for
all k  k

	 Given k
n

 pick k
n
 k
n
such that kx
k
n
 x
k
k 


n
for all
k  k
n
	 Now we set
c
n
 x
k
n



n
b
Then c
n

nN
is an increasing chain its least upper bound is an invertible
element and the limit of the sequence x
n

nN
	 
The denition of the norm in  depends on b and hence on the choice of
the element a approximating 	 Nevertheless
 the arising norm is unique up
to equivalence starting o with a dierent element a

  gives a norm k  k

on invD such that there are constants s r  R with kxk  skxk

 rkxk for
all x  invD	
Theorem  Every Banach space arises as invD k  k for some Banach
domain D
Proof 
outline Take as domain D the domain of balls with operations as
dened in Section 	 Use the closed unit ball as element a to construct the
norm	 
 Conclusions What do we gain from domain theoretic
models
	 Computability
As domains provide a convenient framework to investigate computability

domaintheoretic models deliver a computability theory for free	 For the
case of the interval domain and the domain of balls 
 give a detailed ac
count of this	 The main results of these papers are that in both cases the aris
ing computability theory is equivalent to the classical approach 



and 
 respectively	 Here
 we just want to make the following two remarks

It is wellknown that it is not possible to eectively enumerate the set of
all computable real numbers see
 e	g	 
 Lemma 			 The set of com
putable intervals
 i	e	 computable elements of the interval domain
 however

can be enumerated	 So adding partial elements enables us to eectively
enumerate the structure	 Dieter Spreen has shown in  that considering
domains in such a situation is very natural If a space has a total indexing

then it can be embedded into a domain	

The domain theoretic notion of computable function is very simple a con
tinuous function is computable
 if it maps computable sequences to com
putable sequences	 Thus
 for the case of the reals
 this yields a new charac
terization of the classical notion of Grzegorczyk and Lacombe 




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of computable real function
Theorem  A continuous function R 
 R is computable if and only if it
maps computable sequences of intervals to computable sequences of intervals
This novel characterization of computability sheds new light on the dier
ence with the computability notion of BanachMazur 
 also known as
sequential computability A function is computable in this sense i it pre
serves computability of sequences of real numbers	 Again
 passing from
the real line to the interval domain by adding partial elements turns out to
make life much easier	
	
 Mathematical structure
Some of the advantages mentioned above are directly connected with the pres
ence of partial elements in our models	 However
 one should not underestimate
the importance of having the mathematical structure of a domain and the
domaintheoretic notions and results at hand	 For example
 it was mentioned
above that partial elements proved useful in numerical mathematics
 where
interval analysis has dealt with calculations with partial elements for more
than  years	 But it was not until recently
 that people in this eld came up
with a satisfactory denition of division on the extended real line 
 and
this denition is based on Scottcontinuity
 even though this is not mentioned
in loccit
In Section 
 we suggested how to dene Banach domains by postulating
the existence of vector addition and scalar multiplication and some straight
forward axioms resembling the vector space axioms	 So the only topological
ingredients are the fact that we are dealing with a domain and that the op
erations are Scottcontinuous	 Nevertheless
 we have shown that the set of
invertible elements carries the rich topological structure of a Banach space

and
 moreover
 every Banach space arises in this fashion	 This fact certainly
indicates the power of domains	
But even though domains are a powerful concept
 they are simple All no
tions are ordertheoretic	 The concept of Scottcontinuity
 for example
 is par
ticularly simple A function is Scottcontinuous
 if and only if it is monotone
and preserves suprema of directed subsets	 It is a among domaintheorists
wellknown consequence of this simplicity that Scottcontinuous functions en
joy a property which fails to hold for continuous functions in general Every
separately continuous function of several variables is jointly continuous	
The author hopes to have convinced the reader that it is useful to have
domain theoretic computational models for ones pet classical mathematical
spaces	 One possible direction for future research in this area might be a
project where parts of analysis are redeveloped based on domain models re
placing the original spaces	
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